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At this point I noticed that I was duplicating the notes that John was taking on the large sheets in the 
room. (we both were basically simply capturing text with no synthesis. Therefore I grabbed some 
markers and drew a relationship diagram on a large sheet.

It can be painfula.
Fraught with miscommunicationb.

(Mark) Qualitative to quantitative imagery is one issue18.

Sort of like the child game "telephone"a.
Four transfers of information that can be mistranslated at any pointb.
Many systems don’t talk to each otherc.
However a student created a Python app that could get data off different systems easilyd.
There is a risk of multiple entriese.

(Les) Oncologists get digital data-->then handwrite it-->then enter it into CHRIS (sp) network-->
which then is typed from this network into a cancer database 

19.

There is a risk for single entry too1.

Ipad surveys: symptoms, what they are at the doctor for, problems, etc could help11.

We've looked at quality of dataa.
2%: even the gender of patient doesn't match in different systems (accidental gender 
reassignment)

b.

4-5%: order entry and image content does not matchc.
This has huge implication (gender, for instance, determines if a blood test is normal or 
abnormal

d.

As an image vendor, we dose modulate each side. If gender is wrong, we can put 
unnecessary radiation on sensitive organs

e.

The tech is often the source of the errorf.

Fidelity to original source of data is a problem.8.

19, 2, With multiple entries of patient in system errors can be corrected and data improved. Boosts 
confidence

'3. As a computer scientist, these errors could be corrected if the system is structured in a way 
(structured entry) that disallows errors or overcomes error (correction mechanism)
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One issue is the uncertainty: We have a tool that measures brain volume of different areas. Is 16% 
difference important? Who knows?
When is an error or uncertainty significant to a patient's diagnosis? Prognosis?

'1. Precision at Ohio State and we are investing in AI .

We've still issues with step 1. There are different software versions and the software alone can
'16. Data from collection during patient entry

'1. Technicians often believe data to the 15th decimal is gospel.
'16. Then physicians do things their own way, thinking their way is best. 
'11. I report things as "mild", "moderate", "severe" because the number often have no meaning.
'9. Why not imagine an ideal system and build from there instead of augmenting current flawed 
systems?
'12. Managing data is an issue. For example, breast density can be ranked A, B, C, D. Different 
radiologists or the same radiologist on different days can change the designation
'19. Meanwhile we report on some instruments 'precision' of 7 digits

We question some things and not others. Same scrutiny should be on all data.
'8 How often do we question patient's weight, white blood count?

'18. We do get "normal" ranges (references)

Also, data is lab specific
Machine learning vs. Art (doctor's experience?). Flexibility

'2. Normal varies by patient, however.

'16. Lab certification values. What is the uncertainty?
'2. Lab certification (QA/QC) often outside a clinician's ken
'11. Fuzziness from art can be mimicked in the AI code. It can be accounted for (or simulated?)
'8. Variance is fine as long as it doesn’t affect clinical decisions
'19. The numbers matter. If a tumor is declared 19.4% decreased in size, the patient may be kicked out 
of the study. Meanwhile, a patient with 19.6% is rounded to 20% and they are still in!
'1. Slice thickness, volume, dose are all important.

IBA: does everyone know about this?

'18. Edge detection method matters. We don't have all standards that we need nor do many users ask 
for standards. 

'9. Not just size of tumor, but health (e.g., liver, other parameters) influence course of treatment
'11 outputs need to be tailorable and TO MAKE SENSE TO THE PHYSICIAN.
'19 Key images vs. nominal saved images. How do we treat each?
'21. Key images can be saved as default and can be determined by the radiologist
'9. FDA-approved quantification of key images
'19. QIN (Quant imaging network)
'18. Precision. Confidence. Providence.

Many more biopsy image types oncoming11.
'9. Cockpit: User interface, RSMA

Sexual preference not ideal. Gender change, tans, context factora.
Money determines treatment optionsb.
Goal of cockpit needs to manage data to help patientc.
Diabetes, hypertension, blood sugar: an oncologist needs to be able to manage cockpitd.

'15. Predictions:

'16. AI algorithms are binary. But some data, such as if a patient has asthma, determine how to read a 
chest X-ray

The surgeon, one day ahead of surgery, wants all of the data (large scale)
O n surgery day, she only wants certain, operation-specific data

'22. Zigna (sp) collects data in real time. Cockpit should be optimized. For instance:

'21. DATA VALIDATION needs to be a part of this.
'8. Algorithms need to be standardized
'1. Interoperability of data. Should there be a criteria?

a. Interoperability of data between users
b. Access
c. Open APIs and patient portals
d. Health data is a place companies are moving into quickly ($)
e. Come with your own standards and it needs to interoperate with privacy laws too
f. Many companies are looking at health data as a pot of gold

'17 HR interoperability. Goals

Other philosophy (Amazone, Google, Apple) is to use statistics to overwhelm individual 
data. We have to come to terms withthat

'8. We value highly validated individual data

17. This could be tumultuous. Transparent pricing is coming.
'22. Data people still, however, need data--including images--not just patients googling 
symptoms

What data needed to be diagnostician, clinician?
Patholog ydata has to be presented in a good way

'22 Even with a giant dataset, what data is important for this enterprise?

'21. Google, due to my spending habits, knows when my mom is in town.

Front end screening (suicide prevention)
'17. Autonomous AI can make lives better

'15. Google as a screening tool? On a day to day basis, a focused history would be useful: 
Patient A has pancreatic cancer in the family
'1 Behind Google's simple home page, it is masking a lot of software including rankings,

Early indicators of a disease?
'8. Which predictors will matter?

'11 Concern with politics that come after. For example, renal cancer predicteed; where do you 
go first if outcomes are the same?
'22 Patient will drive behavior.
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